
DESTRUCTION AND WASTE SOLUTIONS



KREIOS 
Twin shaft shredder

L 6360 / L 84100



Destruction and waste
Reduction of:
 
STICKY PAPER 
COATED MEDIA
LABEL MATRIX /  
SKELETON WASTE
MIS-PRINTED LABEL ROLLS



KREIOS 
Twin shaft shredder

L 6360 / L 84100 

The Mastershred KREIOS L series shredder has been specifically designed to shred and breakdown large  
bulky items that have dry adhesive coatings (pressure sensitive adhesives like sticky labels) for waste reduction  
or security purposes. Self-adhesive products are normally difficult to shred and tend to block and impede the 
movement of shafts and cutters, on the Mastershred KREIOS L series we have overcome these issues by the use 
of a specialty teflon coating within the chamber and a hydraulic ram to assist the feeding of the cutters.  
The machine is fed using a variable speed conveyor dropping the rolls into the top hopper, as the material is 
shredded the waste falls into a bulka bag (jumbo bag) that is hung from the fitted hooks that have been mounted 
on the underside of the shredder.

Shredding mis-printed or excess 
printed labels adds security for you 
and the end customer 

Features:
 » Reducing the bulk of matrix waste saves money in waste collection services
 » Shredding mis-printed or excess printed labels adds security for you and the end customer
 » Quality Europiean reduction gearbox to maximise torque
 » Chamber and shafts treated with industrial Teflon
 » Hydraulic ram system fitted to hopper to assist feeding of material
 » Variable speed in-feed conveyor



KREIOS
L 84100
Inlet size: 840 x 1000 mm
Material cutters 420 mm diameter Claw style cutters
Motor Twin 50HP motors (2 x 38kW)
Particle size 50 x 70 - 110 mm

KREIOS
L 6360
Inlet size: 630 x 600 mm
Material cutters 300 mm diameter Claw style cutters
Motor Twin 40HP motors (2 x 30kW)
Particle size 35 x 70 - 110 mm

Minimum particle size  
35 x 70-110 mm can be achieved.


